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 ھﺬه ﻣﺠﺮد اﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﻣﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ و ﻟﯿﺴﺖ اﺳﺌﻠﺔ وزارﯾﺔ – ادرس ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﺎدة ﺛﻢ اﻧﻈﺮ اﻟﻰ ھﺬه اﻻﺳﺌﻠﮫ – ﻟﺬا ﻧﺮﺟﻮا ﻋﺪم اﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ: ﺗﻨﻮﯾﮫ
Section one : Reading
 ﻗﺮاءة: اﻟﻘﺴﻢ اﻷول
Read the following texts carefully , and then answer all the questions that follow each text . your answers
should be based on the texts. اﻗﺮا اﻟﻨﺼﻮص اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﺑﺪﻗﺔ ﺛﻢ اﺟﺐ ﻋﻦ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺎﺗﻲ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص و اﺟﺎﺑﺘﻚ ﯾﺠﺐ ان ﺗﻜﻮن ﻣﺒﻨﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻨﺼﻮص
Text A "feeding chickens"اطﻌﺎم اﻟﺪﺟﺎج
The rainforest of the Amazon region of Brazil in South America covers five percent of the world’s and surface and is
home to at least 30 percent of the world’s animals and plants. The area is also the home of 220,000 people from about
180 different tribes who live deep in the forest. The rainforest itself is an important environment but, because of its size
and location, it also plays a vital part in controlling the world’s climate. It does this by taking in carbon dioxide and
releasing oxygen.
Recently, however, large areas of the Amazon rainforest have been cut down to make more land for farmers. In the
last three years, for example, 70,000 square kilometres have been destroyed – this is the same as six football pitches
every minute. Much of this destruction, which leaves the land dry and dusty, is illegal.
Farmers use most of the new land to grow soya beans, which they export to other parts of the world to be used as
animal food. Millions of chickens in western European countries are fed on South American soya beans. Increasingly,
some soya beans are also being turned into food for human consumption.
Other areas of the rainforest are cleared by ranchers who use the land for their cattle, by loggers who sell the
valuable tropical hardwood from the trees they cut down, or by oil companies who are trying to find more oil. These
activities help to improve the economy of the region, but at the expense of the future of the global environment.
In addition to destroying ancient forests and changing the world’s climate, deforestation is having a devastating effect
on native populations who are dependent on the rainforest for everything they need, from food and tools to medicines
and shelter.
Question number One :
1- The rainforest of the Amazon region plays a vital part in controlling the world climate in two ways , write them
down .
2- There are many reasons for cutting down trees in the rainforest of the Amazon region , write down of these
reasons
3- Cutting down trees has many bad results , write down two of them
4- The people of the rainforest depend on the rainforest for a variety of things , write down two of these things
5- Quote the sentence which shows that some soya beans are consumed by people.
6- The writer states that the destruction which happens in the rainforest is something illegal explain this .
Suggesting three ways to stop these illegal actions .
7- The underlined pronoun " they " in the last paragraph refers to
8- Find a word in the third paragraph which means the eating or drinking of something ?
9- Find a word in the last paragraph which means "very destructive"
اﺟﺎﺑﺎت اﻻﺳﺌﻠﺔ
1- By taking in carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen
2- To use the land for cattle / to sell the valuable tropical hard wood / to find more oil. أي اﺛﻨﯿﻦ
3- Destroying ancient forests and changing the world climate. We can reduce these action by punishing people who
cut trees and changing the rainforests to become natural reserves . We can also put laws to keep these forests.
4- Food / tools / medicine/shelter أي اﺛﻨﯿﻦ ﻣﻦ
5- Increasingly , some soya beans are being used for human consumption
6- Yes , it is something illegal because cutting down trees in the rainforest affects the world's climate negatively so it
is something illegal
7- The native populations
8- Consumption
9- Devastating
*- Critical thinking
- There are many ways that human activities can destroy the climate . Think of this statement and in two sentences
write down your point of view.
- I think , people can destroy the climate in many different ways by building factories ,or using cars . These factories and cars
produce carbon dioxide and other toxic materials which can damage the environment and destroys the climate.
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*- Governments should put laws to protect the trees . think of this statement and write down two sentences to
show your point of view
- I think it is the government's responsibility to protect trees because trees are some of the natural resources and
because cutting down trees affects negatively the climate.
Text (A)Paper new from old اﻟورق
The first paper was made from cloth nearly two thousand years ago in China. Although paper can be made from
all kinds of materials,such as cotton fibres, grass or sugar cane, these days wood pulp is the material most commonly
used to make ‘new paper’ – that is, paper which contains no old or recycled paper.
The modern world uses so much paper that environmentalists have persuaded us that we should recycle old paper
as well as making new paper. There is an increasing awareness in Jordan of the need to recycle both paper and other
materials. Paper-recycling containers can now be found in some parts of the country and some government agencies
have begun paper recycling programmes. Also, there is greater education in schools about the need to take care of
our environment.
Although we use wood pulp from trees to make new paper, it is not true that recycling paper saves trees. Trees
are a commercially grown long-term crop, so that when they are cut down, new ones are planted. Also, papermakers
use the parts of trees that cannot be used in other industries such as building and furniture making. Nearly all new
paper is made from wood grown in sustainable forests.
Here are some of the facts related to producing recycled paper:-A large proportion of household waste is paper or
cardboard. About half of this is newspapers and magazines. -For every tonne of paper used for recycling, we save
30,000 litres of water, 3000—4000 kwh of electricity, and reduce air pollution.-Recycling paper is less harmful to the
environment than burying it in landfill sites. This is because paper that is buried in the ground rots and produces
methane, which is a powerful greenhouse gas.
Despite our increasing dependence on information stored on computers, there will always be a demand for paper.
In the interests of our environment, we have to make sure that we continue to recycle as much of it as possible.
Question number one :
1- there are many materials used for making paper . Mention two of them .
- Grass and sugar cane
2- . There are two benefits of recycling . Write them down .
a. we save 30,000 litres of water,
b. we save 3000—4000 kwh of electricity,
c. and reduce air pollution
3- quote the sentence which shows that Jordanians care about recycling a lot nowadays .
- There is an increasing awareness in Jordan of the need to recycle both paper and other materials
4- The underlined pronoun it in the last paragraph refers to ……………………….
- paper
*- the underlined pronoun they in paragraph three refers to …….
- trees
5- Find a word in the second paragraph which means exactly the same as " wood after it has been crushed ?"
- wood pulp
6- . there are many industries connected with wood .Mention two of them
- building and furniture making
7- The writer said “recycling paper is less harmful to the environment than burying it in landfill sites ." explain this suggesting three
activities to clean the environment .
- This is because paper that is buried in the ground rots and produces methane, which is a powerful greenhouse gas. We can clean the
atmosphere by collecting the rubbish from streets and reduce the use of cars Also , we can encourage people to use recycled things

Critical thinking
- some countries don’t recycle materials for many reasons . think of this statement and write two
sentences .
I think some countries don’t recycle materials because recycling costs a lot of money , needs equipment
and needs skilled people .
- recycling is becoming an important issue for many people today . think of this statement and
write two sentences
I think it is an important issue because when we recycle materials we save energy , reduce pollution and
preserve our natural resources .
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Greenhouse gases: good or bad?  ﺟﯿﺪة ام ﺳﯿﺌﺔ: ﻏﺎزات اﻻﺣﺘﺒﺎس اﻟﺤﺮاري
We usually think that greenhouse gases are harmful, but without these gases the climate of the Earth would
be like the climate of Mars: too cold for human beings to survive. Greenhouse gases, which include
carbon dioxide and methane, keep the heat of the sun in and prevent our planet from freezing.
However, for the last 200 years people have been using enormous quantities of fossil fuels like coal, gas
and oil. When these fuels are burnt, they produce large amounts of carbon dioxide and this keeps more of
the sun’s heat in. The result is that the temperature of the Earth is rising year by year. This is leading to
more extreme weather: high winds and heavy rain, which produce storms and ﬂooding.
The problem is made worse by the fact that we are destroying the world’s rainforests.Trees naturally
consume carbon dioxide, but because there are fewer trees, more carbon dioxide is released into the
atmosphere.
Because of the increase in the Earth’s temperature, the ice at the north and south poles is melting, and this
is causing sea levels to rise. Eventually, many areas of land which are now on the coast will be ﬂooded.
Leading scientists are warning that if the authorities don’t introduce new laws to reduce greenhouse gas
increases now, the results could be disastrous for life on Earth.
1- there are two green house gases mentioned , write down these two gases.
- Carbon dioxide and methane
2- there are two results of the climate change , write down these two results
- High winds and heavy rain
3- there are different kinds of fossil fuels , write down two of these fuels.
- Coal / gas / oil
4- According to the text , the writer believes that because we are destroying the world's rainforests , things
are getting worse . explain this , justifying your answer.
- Yes , this is right because trees naturally consume carbon dioxide , but because there fewer
trees , more carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere and this heats the earth and this
melts the ice in the poles which makes sea levels rise and this floods many areas of the world. .
5- Find a word in the first paragraph which means "stay alive"?
- Survive
6- The underlined pronoun" which " in paragraph one refers to …………………..
Which =Green house gases
*- Critical thinking
Governments should take deep steps to reduce polluting the air . think of this statement and write two
sentences to show your point of view.
I think they should take deep steps ,they should put laws for people to reduce pollution because if they don’t
take deep steps , things will get worse and the results could be disastrous for life on earth .
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Part two : VOCABULARY : ﻣﻔﺮدات
Question number SIX
A-choose the best answer from those given to complete each sentence اﺧﺘﺮ اﻓﻀﻞ ﺟﻮاب ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺼﻨﺪوق ﻟﺘﻜﻤﻞ ﻛﻞ
ﺟﻤﻠﺔ
Soil , climate , protect Weather , temporary , overcharged , reused
1- Most of Africa has a very hot, dry …………………….
2- Some plants grow well here even though the ……………. is poor and it hardly ever rains.
3- Ali doesn’t want a …………… job – he wants a serious career as an engineer.
4- We must do something about climate change to ………….. our way of life.
5- We thought the restaurant bill was too high. We were right – the waiter had ………… us.
6- I’m not going to throw my mobile away. I’m going to send it to another country where it can be …………….
1-climate 2- soil 3- temporary 4- protect 5- overcharged 6- reused
: اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
misheard , society , weather , environment , materials
1- I’m sorry, I …………… you. I thought you said you’d prefer tea.
2- Farmers listen to the ……………. forecast to decide when to harvest their crops.
3- Burying paper in landfill sites does more damage to the …………….. than recycling it.
4- Grass and sugar cane are two of the……………. that can be used to make paper.:
1-misheard 2- weather 3-enviroment 4- materials
اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
B. Study the following sentences and the questions that follows
1- Renad doesn’t want a temporary job – he wants a serious career as an engineer.
 What is the opposite of the underlined word ?
2- We thought the restaurant bill was too high. We were right – the waiter had overcharged us.
 What is the opposite of the underlined word ?
3- The children were very good. None of them misbehaved in any way.
 What is the meaning of the underlined word ?
4- When he accused me of being wasteful, I got very angry.
 What is the colour idiom of the underlined word ?
5- It’s almost impossible to get a passport quickly. There is so much red tape
 what does the colour idiom mean ?
6- We’re running out of space to use as landfill sites.
 What does the underlined phrasal verb mean ?
اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
1- permanent 2- undercharged 3- behaved wrongly/badly 4- saw red 5- paperwork and administra on 6- becoming
unavailable
C. correct the word in the brackets ﺻﺣﺢ اﻟﻛﻠﻣﺔ اﻟﺗﻲ ﺑﯾن اﻗواس
1- The………………..success of the 1960s and 1970s was funded by oil(economy )
2- some human activities are ………………………….the natural world. (destroy )
3- storms caused the …………………..of most of the crops. (destroy )
4- My weekly …………………….are twice as much as they were last year(earn )
5- A huge earth quake caused the ……………..of San Francisco in 1906(destroy )
6- No rain has fallen in the region for two years. This has had a ................... (disaster) effect on crops.
7- And because there was no clean drinking water, ................... (infect) spread very quickly through the population.
اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
1- economic 2- destroying 3- destruction 4- earnings 5- destruction 6-diastrous 7 - infections
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SECTION TWO :WRITING اﻟﻜﺘﺎﺑﺔ
PART THREE: Structures and functions اﻟﻘﻮاﻋﺪ و اﻟﻮظﺎﺋﻒ
Question number SEVEN
A. Correct the verb between brackets ﺻﺤﺢ اﻟﻔﻌﻞ اﻟﺬي ﺑﯿﻦ أﻗﻮاس
1- after the men ……………………their money , they went home. ( take )
2- by ten o'clock yesterday , the clouds ………………………..(disappear )
3- Samir ………………….his leg which means that he can't go skiing
this year. ( break )
4- Hisham couldn’t contact his brother Rakan because he …………..(switch ) his telephone off.
5- Last year I ………………..(spend ) two months in China.
6- I wish I …………………ten years older(be)
7- Ali has just drunk two liters of water . he must …………….(be) thirsty .
8: اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
1- Had taken 2- had disappeared 3- has broken 4- had switched 5- spent 6- was 7- have been 8-rose 9-has
increased 10- have arrived

B. Choose the suitable item for those given to complete each of the following items . اﺧﺘﺮ اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﻄﺎة
ﻟﺘﻜﻤﻞ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻔﺮاﻏﺎت اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ
Must , because , for , , since , in order to , so that , on
1234-

In the future , sea levels will rise ……………………….the polar ice is melting .
Ali has just drunk two liters of water . He …………………..have been thirsty .
The rainforest has been cut down ……………….make more farmland.
Scientists are trying to produce new fuels ………………people can continue to use
their cars without damaging the environment .
5- Apples and bananas are dependent for their survival ………………greenhouse gases.
6- What have you been doing …………. I last saw you .
7- The Acacia tree is famous …………………..being protected By ants
اﻟﺠﻮاب
1- Because 2-must 3- in order to 4- so that 5- on 6- since 7- for
C. Combine each pair of sentences below into one meaningful sentence , using the suitable words and
phrases from the box below
I'm studying very hard at the moment .pass my exams next month.(in order to , so that )
I wouldn’t be tired in the morning .I went to bed early (because , so that )
would/wouldn’t  ﻧﻔﺲ ﻣﺒﺪاcan/could
There were too many people in the house . I wasn't able to do my homework . ( in order to ,
3because )
اﻟﺠﻮاب
1I'm studying very hard at the moment in order to pass my exams next month
2Because there were too many people in the house , I wasn't able to do my homework .
12-
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D. write sentences which explain possibilities of the following situations
Must be , can't be , might have
1I am unsure but I think some parts of the deserts were covered with plants years ago.
Some parts of the desert ……………………………
2I'm sure reptiles aren't birds- they don’t have feathers.
Reptiles ………………………………………………..
اﻟﺠﻮاب
1some parts of the desert might have been covered with plants years ago.
2Can't be birds, they don’t have feathers.
 ﻧﻤﻂ اﺧﺮ ﻟﺴﺆال اﻟﺘﺨﻤﯿﻦ-**
1-

Hisham must have won the race. (I'm sure )
…………………………………………………..
اﻟﺠﻮاب
I'm sure Hisham has won the race .
E. Complete the following mini-dialogue by adding an expressing which shows remembering a past
event past
Rami : ……………………………………………………. .
Ahmed : That's lovely!
-Complete the following mini-dialogue by adding an expression which expresses criticism
Ahmed :People throw rubbish in the street.
Hani :…………………………………………………………. .
-complete the following mini-dialogue by adding an expression which shows possibilities اﺣﺘﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ
Hani : I'm sure things will get better in the future.
Ali : ………………………………………………………….
اﻟﺠﻮاب
-

I will never forget my visit to Amman
I wish people wouldn’t throw rubbish in the street
Things must get better in the future

c. complete the following item so that the new item is similar to the one before it اﻋﺪ ﻛﺘﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺠﻤﻞ
1- I can’t remember where I left the newspaper .
I wish ………………………………………….
2- My friend won’t give me my CD back .
I wish ……………………………………………..
3- I’m really tired this morning .
I wish ………………………………………………
4 – We have to start work very early tomorrow morning .
We wish we ……………………………………………….
5- people are cutting down forests so that they can have more land for growing food.
People are cutting down forests in order ……………………………..
6- some people are moving out of their homes on the coast in order to escape future floods.
Some people are moving out of their homes on the coast so that they ………………………………….
7-I’m sure they haven’t finished their lunch yet.
They … ………………………………………………………………….
8- someone’s ringing your doorbell . you are sure it’s the postman . he always comes at this time.
6
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It …………………………………………………………………………
9- I think the roads will probably be very busy because there’s an important football match tonight.
The roads ………………………………………………………………………………….

اﻹﺟﺎﺑﺎت
1- I wish I could remember where I left my magazine .
2- I wish my friend would give me my CD back .
3- I wish I wasn’t so tired this morning
4- We wish we didn’t have to start work so early tomorrow.
5 – People are cutting down forests in order to have more land for growing food .
6- Some people are moving out of their homes on the coast so that they can escape future floods.
7- They can’t have finished their lunch yet.
8- it must be the postman . he always comes at this time.
9- the roads might be very busy because there’s an important football match tonight.

***- Editing
most animal migration are rekurrent events which happens at certain times of the year . Animals usually
megrate to find food or to raize their young
اﻻﺟﺎﺑﺎت
1- Most 2- recurrent 3- migrate 4- raise
***- Guided Writing اﻻﻧﺸﺎء اﻻﺟﺒﺎري
1- What are reasons for cutting down trees ?
- Use the land for cattle
- Sell the tropical hard wood
- Find more oil
- Grow soya beans.
There are many reasons for cutting down trees such as using the land for cattle and selling the tropical hard
wood .Other points are also finding more oil and growing soya beans.
2- Reasons that make techno criminals use the computers
a. Order goods and services without paying
b. Break into computer systems
c. Transfer money to their own accounts
d. Send viruses
There are many reasons that make techo-criminals use the computers such as ordering goods and
services without paying , or breaking into computer systems . they can also transfer money to their
accounts and send viruses too.
3- How could we reduce water usage ?
- Take shorter showers
Wash fruits and vegetables in a bowl
Close the tap after washing or cleaning
There are many steps to reduce water usage such as taking shorter showers and washing fruits and
vegetables in a bowl . Another point is also closing the tap after washing or cleaning.
www.facebook.com/jordantawjihi
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Free Writing اﻻﻧﺸﺎء اﻟﺤﺮ
Time is very valuable and it must be wisely managed by all people. اﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﻣﮭﻢ و ﯾﺠﺐ ان ﯾﺘﻢ ادارﺗﮫ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺣﻜﯿﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺎس
Time is very valuable and it must be wisely managed by all people. Time management is important because it helps you prioritize your work.
Once you have a list of things you need to tackle, you need to see what you should do first. What are those that are important and time
sensitive? That way, you set out to do those first.
The other reason why time management is important is that you will get more done in less time. When you plan your time, you will see the
amount of work that needs to be tackled. That puts into context how much time you need. Inevitably, you will know not to
laze your time away.
When you plan your time you are making wise investment of a very limited resource – time. Knowing what to work on, when and how
much time you have to finish the work makes you more focused. That focus on the work ensures that you get more quality work
out.
Finally, I'd like to say that we should make use of time in different meaningful activities because time management helps you make
conscious choices so you can spend more of your time doing things that are important and valuable to you.

Write an essay about the disadvantages of using too much computer اﻛﺘﺐ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺴﺎوىء اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻜﻤﺒﯿﻮﺗﺮ ﻛﺜﯿﺮا
Today, more and more people in Jordan are using computers for activities at home, at school or at work. Such is the demand that the national government
launched a scheme to allow Jordanians to purchase them more easily. Many people are using computers for all sorts of things – writing letters, searching the
Internet or just playing games. It is a great thing that Jordan has embraced modern technology so successfully, but in this essay I am going to consider two
disadvantages of computers.
In my opinion, the main disadvantage is that people may spend so much time on their computers that they see less of their friends and family.
Children who spend too long playing computer games may become unsociable and forget how to communicate normally with other people.
Another result of people spending too much time at their computers is that their health suffers. Sitting for long periods of time can hurt your eyes, cause
headaches, or damage your hands and arms. In some cases this means that
people cannot do their jobs properly.
There is no doubt that computers are here to stay. Some jobs and many leisure activities would be impossible without them, but we should be aware of the
possible dangers of spending too much time at our computers.

. An incident that changed your life ﺣﺎدث ﻻ ﯾﻨﺴﻰ ﺑﺤﯿﺎﺗﻚ
When I was thirteen years old , I was walking with my friends to school . We were talking about the exam we had taken the day
before , Suddenly , we heard a very powerful crash . we all felt afraid because the crash was a car collided with another car . the
scene was very frightening , people screaming, others were unconscious . We were the only people who saw that terrible accident.
The first thing we did was calling the police , then we went to rescue the people who were in the car because I thought the cars would
explode . We started to pull the people out of the cars to a safe place . it was very difficult but we were able to do it . tesn minutes
later , the police and the emergency arrived , they took the injured people to hospital . The police thanked us .
We were very proud of ourselves because we didn’t feel afraid and we saved the people's life.
I think I will never forget this day.

www.facebook.com/jordantawjihi
Describing a visit وﺻﻒ رﺣﻠﺔ
I really enjoyed my visit to  اﻛﺘﺐ اﺳﻢ ﻣﻜﺎنlast month. It was a visit to remember. We prepared everything the night before. We enjoyed seeing
the splendid ancient ruins and wondering in that marvelous place .
The first thing I did when I was there was taking photos and buying many lovely things.We also played volley ball and football . It was
great feeling to do these things there.
The weather was hot, but the glamour of the place cooled the whole thing. The best thing I liked was riding a camel. It was very exciting.
The worst thing was that some visitors didn’t collect the rubbish they made.
Unfortunately, the day was too short. We had to return very soon. If I had a holiday a gain, I’d come here to spend another day in the
fragrance of history. I think I will never forget this trip.
ater shortage is a major problem in Jordan.ﻧﻘﺺ اﻟﻤﯿﺎه ﻓﻲ اﻷردن ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ رﺋﯿﺴﯿﺔ
Water is considered to be the most important resource in the life of human beings, animals, and plants. All of the creatures couldn’t
survive without water. Jordan is suffering from the shortage of water.
This is not a local problem but it is a global one. There are many causes for this problem. Firstly, The population in Jordan is continually
rising, and this leads to increased demands on the limited water resources of this region. These demands on the limited water resources will outstrip
supplies. Secondly, the temperature of the Earth is increasing continuously. This leads to low rainfall, and regions become dry. Also the Jordanians
misuse water in their daily life, wasting it in useless ways.
Research is looking at a way of making more efficient use of this precious resource. There are many different ways of helping people of
Jordan getting enough water. Firstly, there may be considerable possibilities for developing rainfall harvest techniques and in reviving old skills of
water management handed down through generations all over Jordan. We can use new water – gathering techniques taking into account the
importance of hand-dug wells, and the use of pipes. Finally, since water is a major problem in Jordan, families can consume water wisely, use filters
at home, and think well about local solutions to this global problem.
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ورق ﻋﻣل ﻣﻘﺗرح ﻣﺳﺗوى ﺛﺎﻟث – ﺷﺗوي

My Enjoyable Hobbies ھﻮاﯾﺎﺗﻲ اﻟﻤﻤﺘﻌﺔ
Every one of us has a hobby that likes a lot to do and I think life without hobbies would be dull . In this article /essay I intend to write about
my favorite hobby .
The most enjoyable hobby, in my opinion, is surfing internet. It is the hobby that makes me feel better.However, I do much housework with
my mother, so I don‘t have too much free time This is the reason for the involuntary housework. When I have spare time , I love to watch TV
with my friends . I like to watch Horror Movies , but my friends hate such movies and feel afraid , so we watch Comedy Movies or plays. On
weekends, I like to go shopping because I have much more free time. On summer holiday I do a lot of things with my family like traveling to
other countries or shopping in malls or going to the sea. I love holidays so much that I wish every day would be a holiday.
In conclusion , hobbies reflects our personalities , so I think everyone of us should pursue a hobby that he finds the nearest to him

راﺟﻊ ﻣﺠﺎﻧﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺻﻔﺤﺔ ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﻲ اردﻧﻲ – ﻣﺴﺘﻮى ﺛﺎﻟﺚ و راﺑﻊ و ﺛﺎﻧﻲ اﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰي
www.facebook.com/jordantawjihi
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